
Forming machine for radial capacitor

◆ This machine is used to form radial components in bulk package.

◆ Component legs with all types of shape can be formed.

◆ Multi-function. It can bend the component to a target shape and cut 

component legs. Bending, cutting and counting, polarity detecting.

◆ CE Certified. 

◆ Easy to operate. Operation 

interface in English.

1. Vibrating plate automatic feeding;

2. Electrical combination is completed by the manipulator in sequence: retrieving 

and shaping polarity detection-Reversing - Polarity Detection - Cutting Foot -

Forming - Throwing;

3. The use of elastic clamping will not cause damage to the component body;

4. Grouping molds are used, which is more convenient and easier to replace, and 

can meet different molding requirements;

5. Each group of molds can be adjusted individually, with a scale for reference, 

and the molding size can be flexible Adjustment;

6. Different shapes and special sizes require additional custom molds.

7. Alarm function for material shortage and material blockage;

8. The equipment has an automatic counting function, which can be quantitatively 

packaged according to the required set value;

9. PLC program control system, touch screen operation.



What components can be formed by this machine?

Before 

forming



What technical parts are there in this machine?

LCD Screen

Lighting Indicator

Machine holder rack

Vibration bowl feeder

Feeder holder

Control button

Bending unit
Cutting unit

A cover can be

installed here to 

make it protected

PLC controller



Specification

Brand/model Southern Machinery: S-309QD

Voltage: 220VAC/50HZ

Air supply: 5-7mpa

Machine Size L*W*H=1450*950*1500mm

Weight 380Kg

Machine capability 3000-4500pcs/H

Diameter of the reel package Max.600mm

Raw material of the cutter SKD 11 steel

Sheet metal craft
High temperature dusting / surface 

anode / hard chrome

L=1450mm

H=1550mm



More details

The length of the foot and the size of the bend can be 

adjusted (with a scale for reference), just turn the knob up 

and down, and the operation is simple and convenient;

The overall mold replacement is simple and convenient 

(when bending at 90 degrees, use the roller mode to prevent 

scratches on the pins;

Component polarity detecting

Forming device



Best After-sales service

— 7x24 Worldwide Support

— Free Installation/ Training

— 1 day lead-time (spare parts)

— 1 Month customize solution



Please visit

WELCOME INQUIRY

www.smthelp.com

Find us more https://www.facebook.com/autoinsertion

Know more our team https://cn.linkedin.com/in/smtsupplier

Welcome to our factory in Shenzhen China

See more machine working video, please Youtube

Google

Looking forward to your email

Auto+insertion, to get more information

yis@smthelp.com

Auto Insertion
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